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The Lincoln Highway was the first continuous road to connect the coasts, allowing newly
motorized Americans to cross the country by car. This book allows readers to travel across 100
years of the highway, from New York City to San Francisco, with stops at historic landmarks,
bridges, taverns, movie palaces, diners, gas stations, ice cream stands, tourist cabins, and
roadside attractions. Color maps and stories of the highway take readers through 14 states, with
excerpts from memoirs and old postcards giving a feel for what early motoring was like--the
good, the bad, and the muddy. The book is organized by state, with narrative information on
what the original Lincoln Highway crossed through. There are historical tidbits and nostalgic
details, along with information on what remains. This book is a useful treasure for travel planning
and armchair reading.
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ResourcesAcknowledgmentsBibliographyForewordThere are books that are to be read, and
then there are books that are to be experienced—absorbed, obsessed over, consumed,
embraced, and never kept too far away. Greetings from the Lincoln Highway easily falls into the
second category for me, in a league with Blue Highways and Travels with Charley among several
other cherished odes to the road.As time marches on and historic trails like the Lincoln Highway
fade and erode, a book like this becomes even more important because it lovingly pulls together
all of the memories, artifacts, and touchstones that placed this road in our consciousness in the
first place. Brian Butko’s skillful, passionate, and intuitive feel for this highway is obvious on every
page. The research is deep and telling and intertwines beautifully with the romance and
appreciation of not just why this highway matters, but why it is still a relevant subject today.I have
done my own wandering across many American roads, both famous and forgotten, and I
understand the allure that keeps one searching and dreaming. The details, the memories, the
souvenirs, the maps and the nostalgic ephemera all play a part in the creation of a wonderful
piece of work such as this. Butko’s talents as a writer and documentarian have always
impressed me and many others. Personally, I have also considered him a true kindred spirit;



someone that I know loses sleep over his subjects, always excited and always
searching.Whether or not you ever decide to take a trip like this almost doesn’t matter, because
Butko takes it for you. He has done the homework and set course; if you do decide to hit the road
in search of the many iconic ghosts that still line this passageway, this book is the perfect
companion. But if you simply want to imagine what it feels like to experience the Lincoln
Highway, this book will fill in all of the blanks and set your imagination reeling.If certain roads
have souls, as I believe they do, then those souls are meant to be captured, examined and
celebrated. Greetings from the Lincoln Highway does that and more. Enjoy the journey you are
about to embark upon with a truly exceptional traveling companion. Prepare to experience the
sacred hallmarks of any good road trip, from the wonder in your heart, to the wind in your hair, to
the sweet, soft vanilla custard at a roadside stand on a scorching summer day. This road is now
yours. Enjoy it, as I know you will.Chris Eptingauthor/journalistForeword to the First EditionIn my
family is a 1926 Model T coupe, black enamel, upright windshield, and hand-crank start. Its care
has been given over to me, a joyous task. Since it sits most of the time, getting it started
sometimes takes priming, fiddling, some swearing, and considerable cranking. Once it starts,
and I’ve played with the spark and throttle enough to know it will stay running, there comes a
moment of magic.The little car stands at attention, vibrating, rocking with kinetic potential. In that
few seconds before I release the brake and step on the low-gear pedal, I briefly relive the start of
every road journey I’ve ever taken, the beginning of every great automobile trip there ever was. I
marvel at the machine, its marriage to the road, and co-joined, their nuptial promise of adventure
“—somewhere west of Laramie,” of keen experiences that would put Walt Whitman to writing a
dozen new verses to “Song of the Open Road.”Every auto journey should start with excitement
like this, and those that Brian Butko writes about in this volume all did. The first thirty years of the
twentieth century were a singular era in American history, a time when automobiles first allowed
millions to find a little relief from the isolation of farm, factory, or high-society life, and discover a
bit of their own country through mud-spattered windshields on highways that had lyric names but
few improvements or markings. For a short while, before giant interchanges and coast-to-coast
fast food, the adventure quotient ran high, and anybody who was able took an auto trip to see
the country firsthand.Of course, it couldn’t last. In a country so bent on improving itself, the road
and the automobile soon evolved into the sprawling and usually efficient system we take for
granted today. As Butko points out, the Lincoln Highway aficionados who attend the annual
convention usually get there by four-lane interstate highways, if they drive at all. And I, for one,
would not give up my fuel-efficient, stereo-enhanced sedan and the wide four-lanes I drive to
work.In the 1980s, when I was on the road for long weeks photographing and digging deep in
research libraries for my own book on the Lincoln Highway, I found myself constantly thinking
about the early “autoists” and their experiences while crossing the nation on this road. Certainly
things like bridges, route markings, concrete, federal legislation, and early Lincoln Highway
Association correspondence were vital to the book, but I found myself returning to the stories of
those who went early and wrote about what they found.Through my own often mud-splattered



windshield, I looked out on the likes of the Ship Hotel in the mountains of Pennsylvania and the
tiny oasis of Fish Springs in the Utah desert and thought, What did they think of this place? What
tiny but memorable part of their lives did they live here? When my book was finished, I knew
there was a lot more to be discovered and to be written about in the tales of the travelers and
where they camped, turned the wrong way, got stuck, broke down, ate, bought gas—and where
they sailed along with a sense of liberation that few have felt before or since.Effie Gladding, who
crossed on the Lincoln Highway in 1914, understood it. She dedicated her book to the
adventurous auto travelers of her time. Now Brian Butko has written the book for modern
adventurers— take it with you in the minivan or the Honda and become one of Gladding’s “lovers
of the open road and the flying wheel.”Drake HokansonThe Good, The Bad, and the MuddyAn
Introduction to the Lincoln HighwayIn May 1911, Henry Joy, president of Pack-ard Motor Car
Company, drove west from Detroit in a new automobile. He was wealthy enough that he need
never have left the office, but Joy was a hands-on guy. He and his chief engineer figured a cross-
country drive would be a good test of the company’s new model. At Omaha—not even halfway
across the country—Joy asked a Packard dealer for directions to continue west.Many a time I
have slept in a mud puddle and fried my bacon on a sagebrush fire rather than take advantage
of the accommodations offered in some of the Middle West and Western towns on our main
routes of travel, and I am not particularly squeamish.—Henry B. Joy,The Outlook magazine,April
25, 1917“Follow me and I’ll show you,” came the reply.The dealer got in a car and led the men to
a wire ranch fence.“Just take down the fence and drive on and when you come to the next fence,
take that down and go on again.”“A little farther,” said Joy, “and there were no fences, no fields,
nothing but two ruts across the prairie.”At the start of the 20th century, there was no road across
the United States. There were wagon trails in the West and decaying turn-pikes in the East. A
few people had envisioned and even named cross-country routes. One, the Transcontinental
Road, traced a line much like the Lincoln Highway would adopt in 1913. But it wasn’t a real road,
just someone’s conception of trails that could be hooked together between the coasts.That was
essentially the Lincoln Highway at first, too. Famed pathfinder A. L. Westgard told potential
tourists that they’d find the road enjoyable, if they were “fond of changing tires and digging a car
out of sand pits and mud holes.” Henry Ostermann, who would become the Lincoln Highway
Association (LHA) field secretary, estimated in 1908 that a cross-country trip would take sixty
days— ninety if difficulties were encountered. But it could be done. It had been done, starting
with the first cross-country drive in 1903. What made the Lincoln different than other vaguely
routed paths is that it was the first and most concerted effort to improve, mark, and promote a
road across the United States. It succeeded because it gave disparate groups— motor ists,
manufacturers, farmers, and politicians—a common rallying point.It became a crusade for the
men involved in its founding. They were determined to get America out of the mud as well as
build the greatest monument possible to the martyred president, Abraham Lincoln. No mere
statue or building would do. The proclamation of the route, released September 14, 1913,
hammered home that the establishment and im-provement of the highway was the patriotic



burden of every person. Their later writings and speeches were infused with a desire to make
this road a perpetual memorial. In 1914, two years after he conceived of the highway, Carl Fisher
declared: “The Lincoln Highway is to be something more than a road. It will be a road with
personality, a distinctive work of which the Americans of future generations can point with pride—
an economic but also artistic triumph.” It didn’t hurt that the road could help sell more of the cars
and accessories that these men made their everyday business.In the nine decades following the
Lincoln Highway’s establishment, it went from a red line on a map to the best-known highway
ever; the term “America’s Main Street” was used to describe the Lincoln as early as the 1918
LHA guide. It then slipped into obscurity, being overshadowed by Route 66, though it predated
that highway by more than a decade.Road improvements that once were cutting-edge have
been dug up, paved over, or simply left to wither. A 1928 photo taken east of Schellsburg,
Pennsylvania, shows the original Lincoln and an adjacent improved version with guardrails and a
modern culvert. You might even think about finding and driving them. But a third generation—
straighter and hard-surfaced—bypassed both roads long ago, and in 1940, the Pennsylvania
Turnpike became the ultimate bypass. The original two roads have become faint traces in the
woods, their secrets fading into the bramble.Such stories, however, are able to surface because
the Lincoln Highway did not die after all. Just as the last of the old-time boosters were passing
on, it was rediscovered. Drake Hokan-son’s engaging 1988 book inspired a new generation to hit
the roads and archives in search of the road and its story. A new Lincoln Highway Association
began spreading the word with a quarterly magazine and yearly conference.For fifteen years, I
considered writing a book about what’s along the road, but I didn’t want to just cobble together
photos of neon signs and quaint cabin courts. There’s much more fascinating history and
geography to be learned from the road. A number of books have covered some aspect—
painstakingly detailed state guides, notably a series by Gregory Franzwa; adventures such as
Bill Roe’s bicycle journey; Pete Davies’s absorbing tales of the First Transcontinental Army Truck
Convoy—but no general guides to the route.I’m also intrigued by what traveling the road might
have been like, and nothing captures the tribulations of early motoring better than the words of
those who lived it. A number of memoirs published between 1910 and 1930 recount trips that
followed at least part of the Lincoln Highway. Postcard messages likewise captured the
immediacy of traveling. On a postcard showing the highway at Point of Rocks, Wyoming, Len
wrote to Sweeps, “There plenty of nothing out here for sure, this is the way it looks for sure.
Everything is okay.” The landscape was the main feature to Len, moving him to say no
more.That’s not to say that early motorists were above brief flirtations with nostalgia. In Excuse
My Dust, Bellamy Partridge wrote: “There was a gaity to motoring in those days, a vacation spirit,
a camaraderie of the highway that is almost unbelievable today. Nobody could have believed
that so simple a pleasure would, in a single generation, grow into a monster called Traffic.” And
he was writing in 1943! I’ll bet the 1903 transcontinentalists would have traded a few miles of
concrete for some traffic.You can learn a lot about travel habits and road conditions from old
postcards.And so I wrote this book to help me figure out what’s where, and I hope it helps you



too. It includes a mix of geography and history, with no particular goal of retelling every town’s
history or every gas station’s lineage. It supplies directions to explain the route, but you’ll need
more detailed guides for navigating. I was lucky to find so many vintage photos, and friends
generously loaned their rare postcards. The book also incorporates many quotes that describe
life on the road. But take them for what they’re worth; as James Montgomery Flagg wrote in
Boulevards All the Way—Maybe, “Most Americans can tell the truth about something. Motoring
is the one topic about which they all lie.”The MemoirsOne of the earliest auto trip narratives is
Two Thousand Miles on an Automobile, penned anonymously by “Chauffeur” in 1902. The
author didn’t give the make of his car, but it was an American-made, one-cylinder vehicle rated
at eight and a half horsepower. He captured a world that was quite different from our own:A man
with a white elephant could probably travel from New York to San Francisco without disbursing a
penny for the keeping of his animal. . . . It is a good deal also with an automobile; it is still
sufficiently a curiosity to command respect and attention. The farmer is glad to have it stop in
front of his door or put up in his shed; he will supply it with oil and water. The blacksmith would
rather have it stop at his shop for repair than at his rival’s—it gives him a little notoriety,
something to talk about. So it is with the liveryman at night; he is, as a rule, only too glad to have
the novelty under his roof, and takes pride in showing it to the visiting townsfolk. They do not
know what to charge, and therefore charge nothing.But not all were so happy to encounter his
car: “Why the hoodlums who stand about the street corners should be animated by a seemingly
irresistible desire to hurl stones and brickbats—as well as epithets—at passing automobiles is a
mystery.”The ride was jarring, too: “Going at twenty or twenty-five miles an hour in a machine
with thirty-two-inch wheels and short wheel-base gives about the same exercise one gets on a
horse; one is lifted from the seat and thrown from side to side. . . . It is trying on the nerves and
the temper.”Horns were not yet a staple of the road: “In the country the horn is not so good for
attracting attention as a loud gong. The horn is mistaken for dinner-horns and distant sounds of
farmyard life.” Gongs were more familiar, as they were used by policemen, firemen, and trolley
lines.A decade later, autos were familiar to most people, and writers concentrated more on the
road and landscape. By the end of the 1920s, 90 percent of all cars were enclosed, the inverse
of a decade earlier. Frederic Van de Water was an exception, as he noted in 1927:We are one of
the few remaining families in this hemisphere who consider a top a nuisance and an obstruction
unless it is actually raining. . . . But all our highway mates traveled beneath a low roof . . . which,
to our abnormal minds, ranks a little lower in pleasure than riding in a railroad coach.Though
many memoirists were elite, one exception was Theodore Dreiser, who published A Hoosier
Holiday in 1916. His account of returning to his childhood haunts in Indiana covers little of the
Lincoln Highway, but it stands out as beautiful writing and one of the few narratives that embrace
the working class. Dreiser also left a tantalizing mystery for Lincoln Highway researchers. His
friend’s chauffeur, and the driver for this trip, was called “Speed.” The book never reveals his real
name but describes him as “a blond, lithe, gangling youth with an eerie farmer-like look and
smile. . . . He seemed half-mechanic, half street-car conductor, half mentor, guide and friend.” He



was said to be “one of the chauffeurs who led the procession of cars from New York over the
Alleghenies and Rockies to the coast, laying out the Lincoln Highway,” and Dreiser wrote that he
saw testimonials and autographed plates proving it. Which trip was that? Who was Speed?The
writings of the other memoir writers you’ll meet in these pages vary widely in style and focus.
Many noted specifics about flowers, aromas, and the clarity of the air; they were driving open
cars at low speeds and really absorbing the landscape. Today one can cross three states in the
time it took them to go between two towns.On June 9, 1909, twenty-two-year-old Alice Ramsey
left New York City in a dark green Maxwell 30 touring car with friend Hermine Jans and sisters-in-
law Nettie Powell and Margaret Atwood. In Veil, Duster, and Tire Iron, she recalled how they left
their homes and husbands (except bachelorette Hermine) in Hack-ensack, New Jersey, and
arrived in San Francisco fifty-nine days later, making Alice the first woman to drive across the
United States. She had been challenged by a sales manager for the Maxwell-Briscoe Company,
which sponsored and publicized the trip to convince the American public that cars were here to
stay.Ramsey did not reach the future Lincoln Highway until Ligonier, Indiana, but from there she
almost always stuck to the soon-tobe transcontinental route. In fact, she wrote, “I almost feel as if
I were the ‘Mother’ of it! And believe me, the labor pangs prior to its birth were terrific. It is still a
lusty and worthy offspring—even if its name is now obscured and desecrated by its unromantic
designation as Route 30!” Ramsey would cross the country more than thirty times in the next
seventy years. For the centennial, numerous women retraced her trip in antique autos, including
a 1909 Maxwell assembled from scratch.In her 1911 memoir, A Woman’s World Tour in a Motor,
Harriet White Fisher told of her ten-thousand-mile journey around the globe in a forty-
horsepower Locomobile roadster. She had been widowed in 1903 and, in a rare turn for the
times, personally took control of her late husband’s Eagle Anvil Company in Trenton. On the trip,
the forty-two-year-old took along a servant for cooking and secretarial duties and a maid; her
nephew Harold did the driving. It was an amazing feat, just one year after the famous New York–
to–Paris race that had left many cars far short of the goal. She and her entourage were abroad
almost a year, arriving in San Francisco on June 17, 1910. They reached New York City two
months later.In Fill’er Up!, Bellamy Partridge described his trip across the country in August
1912. His recollection, four decades later, was that news of the Lincoln Highway had inspired the
trip, so perhaps he was thinking of 1913. Much of Partridge’s book was a chronicle of the
American Automobile Association (he was invited to join by Robert Bruce, who would later write
a book about the Lincoln Highway in Pennsylvania). Partridge recalled that the first resolution
passed after AAA’s formation in 1902 “was in favor of a transcontinental highway from New York
to San Francisco, and yet so lacking was the public interest in roads that after some ten years of
effort not even the route had been decided upon.”Alice Ramsey repairs a flat near Rochelle,
Illinois. Note the cover on the rear oil lamp next to the luggage. In 2009, for the centennial of
Alice’s drive, Emily Anderson retraced the trip in a 1909 Maxwell her dad had rebuilt.Effie
Gladding had just returned from three years touring the world when she departed from San
Francisco on April 21, 1914. She and her husband, Thomas, first drove the El Camino Real six



hundred miles south before turning and meeting the Lincoln at Stockton. In a 262-page book
titled Across the Continent by the Lincoln Highway, she doesn’t reach the focus of her title until
page 108, then detours off it for another 47 pages near the end, skipping most of Ohio and
Pennsylvania. Still, it was the first full-size hardback to discuss transcontinental travel, as well as
the first to mention the Lincoln Highway:Some of the many books that describe early automobile
touring.We were now to traverse the Lincoln Highway and were to be guided by the red, white,
and blue marks; sometimes painted on telephone poles, sometimes put up by way of
advertisement over garage doors or swinging on hotel signboards; sometimes painted on little
stakes, like croquet goals, scattered along over the great spaces of the desert. We learned to
love the red, white, and blue, and the familiar big L which told us that we were on the right
road.After her return, Gladding wrote the fore-word to the LHA’s first road guide, directing it to
women motorists.Thornton Round recalled his family’s 1914 trip from Cleveland to the Pacific in
The Good of It All. His parents, brother, and sisters made the trip in a Winton Six and a Ford
Model T Runabout to carry the baggage. Though Round was writing from memory more than
forty years later, he had clear recollections, plus he uncovered reports his dad had sent back
and published in the local AAA magazine. The family used a Blue Book to navigate, but found its
directions ended at Salt Lake City. After that, the book advised using a compass to head
west.Emily Post was divorced and was writing for money (including romantic serials of high
society), when Collier’s magazine commissioned her to cross the United States and write about
it. Her son Edwin drove, and an unnamed family member joined them. Her story was published
in 1916 as a book, By Motor to the Golden Gate. Her fame came later in 1922, with the
publication of an etiquette book. In 1961, her son wrote her biography, with one part recounting
the transcontinental drive.In the 1920 book A Frenchwoman’s Impressions of America,
Comtesse Madeleine de Bryas wrote of a trip across the country in 1918 with her sister. They
traveled for six months, giving more than two hundred lectures to solicit aid for French war relief.
She noted Americans’ love of their cars: “‘The house was a luxury, but the car a necessity.’ And
truly they live in them, sleep in them, and finally go camping with their dearly beloved motor-
cars.”Beatrice Massey wrote in It Might Have Been Worse, that she had been inspired by Emily
Post’s book: “After talking and planning for three years, we actually decided to go in ten minutes.”
Massey, her husband, and another couple departed from New York on July 19, 1919. They came
back well satisfied with their twin-six Packard touring car.In A Long Way from Boston, Beth
O’Shea and her friend Kit crossed the country in the early 1920s on a more modest budget.
They drove a black 1918 Model T roadster that looked “like what those early cars really were— a
carriage that had mislaid its horse.”Frederic Van de Water’s 1927 book, The Family Flivvers to
Frisco, is one of the most consistently funny accounts, and it is in-sightful too. He set off with his
wife, whom he referred to only as the Commodore, and young son whom he called the
Supercargo. He began by describing the reaction of their friends to the idea of a cross-country
journey:FencesFences may seem an unlikely part of the Lincoln Highway story, but early
motorists would disagree. Western stretches of the road typically crossed ranches that were



fenced in; motorists had to go through or around.Thornton Round recalled in The Good of It All
that when his family drove west in 1914, they ran into fences, literally. They were hurrying toward
Denver on the Colorado Loop at dusk when Thornton’s car hit a barbed-wire fence stretched
across the road, pulling the post from the ground. “When it hit it took the headlights and radiator
clean off the car,” he wrote. They plugged the radiator holes to the engine with sagebrush roots
and steamed onward.Gates and fences even showed up in guides such as the Cheyenne to
Reno Auto Log ; at thirty miles west of Medicine Bow, travelers were instructed to “open gate into
ranch,” drive around sheds, and go “thru gate out of ranch yd.” Two miles east of Lyman, it
informed motorists that they would go through two fences and a gate. In Packard’s 1913 Lincoln
Highway Route Road Conditions and Directions, the road from Laramie and Rawlins, Wyoming,
had eighteen gates at which motorists had to stop, open, pass through, stop again, and close.In
A Woman’s World Tour in a Motor, however, Harriet White Fisher wrote that as they approached
Ely, Nevada, from the southwest, they were “obliged to travel four or five miles around over rough
stubble and sagebrush. . . . These fenced-in places generally contained a notice that any one
caught trespassing would be shot without further notice.”While driving cross-country, Lester
Whitman found that fences were even more dangerous at night, as recorded by Curt McConnell
in Coast to Coast by Automobile :All through Nebraska and Wyoming barb wire fences and barb
wire gates will be encountered across the trail. If running at night the greatest precautions will be
necessary, for no matter how powerful the searchlight it fails to pick up a wire fence until too late
to apply the brakes, and somebody gets badly cut by the flying wires as the auto crashes
through.Also reported in Coast to Coast by Automobile, Jacob Murdock found during his family’s
1908 trip that some fences did not even have gates: “In many places, where the roads had
originally been good, they were unavailable on account of the erection of fences around new
ranches. This necessitated detours and the making of new trails through the sage brush and
over the washouts.”Alice Ramsey and her party had to deal with gates as they encountered
cattle and sheep ranches: “Our highway ran directly through some of this privately-owned
property. To keep the cattle in, there were gates we had to open and close behind us as we
passed through. No matter how inconvenient it was, no one would think of neglecting this little
chore in return for the right to pass.”These held that if adults wished to pen-etrate the sinister
and savage wilderness which every New Yorker knows lies beyond Pittsburgh, that was their
own affair. But to take a poor little innocent six-and-a-half-year-old boy along! . . . it was evident
that they felt the case should be referred to the S.P.C.C. [Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to
Children].They traveled forty-five hundred miles across the continent in thirty-seven days. Their
expenses amounted to $247.83.In his 1928 book, The Better Country, Dallas Lore Sharp and his
wife, Daphne, were in their fifties with four boys in college. Sharp told of how they took a trip to
find out if “a better country” existed out there. After a harrowing incident in Iowa gumbo, he
dreamed of the day when concrete roads would cover the land, although he could not
completely quash his sense of adventure: “But let us pray that the detour may occur even then
occasionally, if not to stall us, at least to slow us down.” Sharp also wrote a number of nature



books, but this may have been his last; he passed away in 1929.This sign west of Walcott,
Wyoming, shows that fences were still a concern in 1915.You may be familiar with the movie
called The Long, Long Trailer, starring Lucille Ball and Desi Arnaz, but the book it’s based on, by
Clinton Twiss, is even funnier. In the book, it’s Clinton who is mesmerized by the aluminum
gleam. Before he and his wife had even left, he’d spent $11,001.95 for the trailer, car,
furnishings, and other gadgets, wrecking their budget of $2,000. Desi Arnaz tried to acquire the
rights, but MGM outbid him. A friend at the studio nonetheless asked the couple to star in the
movie. The rest of MGM meanwhile wondered who would pay to see actors they could watch for
free on TV. The movie was filmed in June and July 1953. Lucy and Desi, television’s most
popular performers, earned $250,000, combined.Although the highway was named for Lincoln,
the Great Emancipator, a number of memoir writers wrote with words that now are decidedly
unacceptable. Beatrice Massey, James Montgomery Flagg, and Bellamy Partridge belittled
blacks and Native Americans. Racism is the dark side of roadside nostalgia that rarely lifts its
head. After encountering postcards that claim “exclusive clientele,” it becomes obvious why
minorities hold a much less romantic view of the mid-twentieth century roadside. Such treatment
led to a series of travelers’ guides called the Negro Motorist Green Book. Beginning in 1936, the
guide listed businesses that accepted African American travelers. “Carry your Green Book with
you,” warned the covers. “You may need it.” A Travel Guide of Negro Hotels, published in 1942,
and Bronze American National Travel Guide, 1961–62, likewise listed places that
accommodated blacks.In his 1965 book, This Is My Country Too, John A. Williams wrote, “I do
not believe white travelers have any idea of how much nerve and courage it requires for a Negro
to drive coast to coast in America.” He did it by carrying a “rifle and shotgun, a road atlas and
Travelguide, a listing of places in America where Negroes can stay without being embarrassed,
insulted, or worse.”A Rural LandscapeThe Good Roads movement began with agitation from
bicyclists. Col. Albert A. Pope, a bicycle manufacturer in Connecticut, led the charge. (The
“Father of Good Roads” later advocated for Memorial Miles to honor fallen soldiers.) Bicycling
reached the level of a national craze between 1890 and 1910, mainly because of the
introduction of the low-wheeler with rubber tires—less expensive— and much easier for
amateurs than the high-wheeler. Young people especially yearned to hit the road to reach new
amusements, such as trolley parks and picnic groves. New Jersey led the way with an
appropriation of $75,000 in 1891 for road building. The state was also home to one of the
inevitable anti-bicycle groups, aghast at the speeds and the way that female cyclists dressed.
The bicycle business was centered in Michigan and Ohio; as the industry peaked and then
declined, some makers survived by turning to automobiles.In 1903, as Horatio Nelson Jackson
and Sewall Crocker headed east to settle a $50 bet that a car could not cross the country, two
other teams were hot on their wheels. The other teams were sponsored by automakers—
Packard and Oldsmobile—which would be the norm for the next few years, as car companies
tempted potential customers by sponsoring long-distance treks, then publishing ads, pamphlets,
and books that pointed out the superiority of their product over others. Many of these early



drives crossed the country from west to east. They wanted to put the hard part behind them first,
the wind was with them, and some even believed the slopes were easier heading east, or maybe
they were just thinking of the publicity bonanza as they arrived triumphantly in New York City.
Either way, by 1905, the first transcontinental round-trip was completed—it took ten months.As
early as 1906, a juvenile novel series called “The Motor Boys” was being published. Imitators
followed, such as “The Motor Maids” series, which included The Motor Maids Across the
Continent in 1911; and “The Automobile Girls,” by Laura Dent Crane, a set of six beginning in
1910. Even “The Outdoor Girls” series, by Laura Lee Hope, offered The Outdoor Girls In a Motor
Car in 1913.In The Longest Auto Race, George Schuster recalled the 1908 New York–to–Paris
race. He was the mechanic for the sole American entry, a 1907 Thomas auto, and later became
the driver. Much of the route the six cars followed across the United States later became the
Lincoln Highway (two never even made it to San Francisco). A photo shows the Thomas in a
blizzard crossing a trestle between Goshen and South Bend, Indiana.In the morning we went on
[from Goshen] toward Elkhart. The Indiana Railway, an interurban trolley line, ran from there to
South Bend, Indiana, and we got permission to drive over its right of way. We were on our way
over the ties in the morning, thankful that their snowplows had kept this road open.Beyond South
Bend we bargained with farmers, and, with the help of six or some-times eight horses which
wallowed in the drifts and exhausted themselves trying to keep on their feet, we finally reached
New Carlisle. Eighty dollars had been this day’s expense for team hire, and we had covered a
distance from South Bend of scarcely 15 miles.At Cheyenne, they gave a ride to a thirteen-year-
old who had come from Berthoud, Colorado, to see the racers. Floyd Clymer, who went on to
fame as a publisher of automobile books, had already been selling cars for two years and
thereupon became a dealer for Thomas too.The race was parodied six decades later in The
Great Race, starring Tony Curtis as the hero, Jack Lemmon as his nemesis, and Natalie Wood
as a suffragette reporter. The original race was honored in 1968 with the Transcontinental
Reliability Tour, in which thirty-six pre-1914 cars went from Times Square to San Francisco. The
1907 Thomas Flyer was trailered and displayed each night, then returned to its home at William
Harrah’s Automobile Collection in Reno. Schuster, ninety-five, was finally awarded the $1,000
winning prize, sixty years late.As a few people began crossing the country on their own, a
surprising number were women, perhaps testing the waters of their increasing independence.
Regardless of whether they were men or women, most of the transcontinental adventurers were
white, upper-class professionals who had sufficient salaries and vacation time. They celebrated
the diversity they found on the road, but really, they were just meeting different versions of their
own type.Emily Post squarely fit the definition of high society. Her friends were aghast that she
and her party would attempt to cross the country without a chauffeur or mechanic or servants.
She had already motored “across Europe again and again” and “gone from the Baltic to the
Adriatic in one of the few first motor-cars ever sold to a private individual.” As she herself
admitted, “The majority looked upon our undertaking with typical New York apathy. Why do
anything so dreary?”A cross-country trip would have been quite a task, if not dreary. Every part



of a trip that we take for granted today could be perilous then, or at least time-consuming.
Starting a car meant cranking, which was backbreaking and risky, or waiting for the steam boiler
to heat. Gasoline was ladled from barrels at hardware stores and blacksmith shops. In Fill ’er Up!
Bellamy Partridge even recalled buying gasoline at a popcorn stand. Automobiles ran rough and
had primitive steering and brakes. Open cars were completely exposed to the elements; goggles
and leather were required to go any farther than across town. Even after people began ordering
cars with tops, rain and snow could penetrate a horizontally split windshield or side
curtains.Tires were a contant hassle. Many were entirely smooth, providing no traction on
slippery roads. As John B. Rae observed in The American Automobile, “In those days, a familiar
sight on the highways of America was sweating motorists laboriously and profanely removing
tires, patching them, pumping them manually to their sixty pounds pressure, and wrestling them
on the wheels again.” Bellamy Partridge listed the many possible troubles: “leaky valves, nail
punctures, rim cuts, tube pinches, and innumerable sand blisters.” When his party left Ogden,
Utah, in 1912, they had four new tires and tubes, but, he wrote, “they were pretty well worn out
when we reached San Francisco.” Thornton Round wrote in The Good of It All that he had to fix
flats caused by square horseshoe nails and upholsterer’s tacks.Stuck in the Fallon Sink between
Fallon and Frenchman’s Station, Nevada.Likewise, the infrastructure we take for granted did not
yet exist: no roads, parking lots, gas stations, maps, standardized parts, mechanics, directional
signs, traffic signals, or smooth, hard pavement. Bellamy Partridge wrote that when he drove
from New York to San Francisco in 1912, he saw only one outdoor filling station: “It was in a
suburb of Chicago, and was so great a novelty and curiosity that, although our tanks were well
supplied, we drove in to be ‘serviced’—a new and rather comical word regarded by the
professors as about as barbarous as being ‘burglarized.’ Indeed the two terms had quite a little
in common.”Tourist facilities were few, and even when free camps developed in the teens, these
were usually just open fields that perhaps had running water. Some road guides were available,
and the Automobile Club of Southern California was an early advocate of road mapping and sign
posting, but it wasn’t until the 1920s that gas stations widely circulated free maps, and not until
1924 that Rand McNally issued its first national road atlas.Many a time we found our correct
route by following poles which carried the greater number of wires. Most of the time we were
right, yet there were occasions when we chose the wrong direction and were obliged to retrace
our way to the intersection and try again.—Alice Ramsey, writing of 1909, Veil, Duster, andTire
Iron (1961)Roads existed, but they were wagon trails connecting farms to markets. The few that
had been improved as turnpike were eclipsed by railroads in the mid-nineteenth century and left
to decline. Competition between rail lines kept rates so low that the coming of cars and trucks
did nothing to inspire a need for passenger or freight transport by road. In fact, roads were worse
by 1900 than they’d been in 1850.Farmers could not yet see the value of cars, and worse, the
few rich drivers who came through their towns seemed ostentatious or at least uncaring, running
over chickens and other farm animals at an alarming rate. In The Automobile Girls in Chicago, a
1912 young adult novel by Laura Dent Crane, one girl, Ruth, runs down a cow, then nonchalantly



comments that it was probably just a glancing blow, “for I barely felt the jar.” As if the farmer said,
“I told you so,” it wasn’t too many pages later that the five “Automobile Girls” were lying senseless
in shattered glass and twisted metal.Farmers had many methods of getting back at motorists,
from scattering tacks to repainting their houses, rendering Blue Books useless with their “turn
right at yellow house” directions.Cowboys also disliked the auto and were known to threaten
speeding motorists with guns. In his History of Wyoming, T. A. Larson recalled a 1909 state bill
that, had it passed, “would have required [motorists] to stop their machines on public roads in
the presence of frightened horses and to give their names and addresses to anyone on
demand.” But autos slowly gained acceptance, and as Larson recalled, members of Good
Roads clubs “carried sacks of gravel on their running boards, prepared to stop and dump the
gravel into the first mudhole.” The ranchers came to understand the benefits of having roads
connect them to the outside world.Not all rural folks were against the car; in The Good of It All,
Thornton Round recalled that many farm families showed kindness, letting them camp for free,
giving them milk, even feeding them, and would not accept payment. When he and his family
bogged down in mud ten miles west of Kearney, Nebraska, a rancher pulled them out at no
charge, as he felt it was his fault for flooding the road while working on a drain outlet. In return,
the Rounds delivered a message for him on their return drive eastward, telling a hatchery in
Kearney that he really needed his order of turkeys. Bellamy Partridge similarly noted that farmers
repeatedly rescued them from midwestern mud: “The farmers were always willing to help, almost
too willing, and they refused curtly my offers to pay.”In 1908, Ford produced its first Model T and
General Motors was formed, but numerous automobiles had been available before, including
some popularly priced makes such as the Curved Dash Olds. Even the Ford Model A (the
original, not the 1929 version) had become the farmer’s best friend and was adopted for
everything from hauling animals to sawing wood. The Model T was introduced on October 1,
1908, as a 1909 model. More than fifteen million were produced over the next nineteen years.
Henry Ford had finally found what he’d been aiming for: a vehicle that was low-priced, easy to
operate and repair, and durable. Rural people who had found the auto a bother now sensed a
source of income as they hitched their teams to drag cars from local quagmires. Or they could
buy their own car and for a few hundred dollars, convert it to plow their fields, and then drive it to
town. Owners also adapted them to other tasks, such as pulling stumps, transporting hay, or
filling silos.One of the Model T’s interesting quirks was having the gas tank beneath the front
seat so that gravity could draw fuel to the carburetor. On steep hills, the carb became higher
than the tank, forcing the driver to turn around and climb in reverse. The gear ratio also was
lower for reverse than for low gear, adding power.The Dawn of HighwaysThe Yellowstone Trail
has been called “America’s Oldest Organized Highway,” and it’s true that its origins can be traced
back before the existence of the Lincoln Highway, but claims of its being the first transcontinental
highway are unfounded. Still, it was one of the few major named routes with an organizational
structure that promoted the road’s improvement.The Twin Cities–Aberdeen–Yellowstone Park
Trail Association was founded on October 9, 1912, at Lemmon, South Dakota, and incorporated



on February 17, 1913. Even at this later meeting, according to the recent concise history of the
road by Alice and John Ridge, the group’s aim still was to “establish and map a route from
Minneapolis/St. Paul to Yellowstone Park,” as well as to “promote a vision of a nation webbed
with roads.” Not until 1914 did the group seriously begin considering a coast-to-coast route. The
group’s name was shortened to Yellowstone Trail Association (YTA) in 1915, but it still only
connected Chicago to Seattle. In February 1916, the road was extended from Chicago to
Plymouth Rock. That September, according to the Ridges, the YTA challenged the Lincoln
Highway Association to an ocean-to-ocean race. The challenge was not accepted, but the YTA
still made its 3,673-mile run in just over 121 hours using sixty-four relay cars.The YTA’s slogan “A
Good Road from Plymouth Rock to Puget Sound” debuted in 1916, but it was not until January
14, 1917, that the group announced that it had reached that goal. It preceded the Lincoln
Highway but paled in funding and improvements, making the Lincoln perhaps the first practical
cross-country route.On their 1919 trip, Beatrice Massey and her party, by then three, took the
Yellowstone Trail from Chicago to St. Paul, Minnesota. They had no trouble following it: “At every
turn, right or left, the yellow disk is in plain sight,” she wrote. But she was less enthusiastic about
the road’s “Good Road” tag line: “The trusting soul who wrote that alluring statement has never
been over the entire trail, or I am greatly mistaken.”The National Old Trails Road Association was
also formed in 1912 to create a cross-country highway from New York City to Los Angeles. The
group connected the National Road from Maryland through Illinois to Boon slick Road in
Missouri, then followed the Santa Fe Trail to New Mexico or the Oregon Trail to the Pacific
Ocean. Like the Lincoln, it was marked with red, white, and blue stripes.That same year, AAA
published a map titled “Three Transcontinental Routes to Be Surveyed, Mapped and
Standardized by A. L. Westgard during 1912 for the American Automobile Association.” Its
“Northwest Trail” resembled the future Yellowstone Trail, going through Chicago to Seattle. Its
“Midland Trail” roughly followed the National Road and the future U.S. Route 40 until Utah, then
headed to Ely and Los Angeles. The third, a middle route, labeled “Overland Trail,” closely
followed the future Lincoln Highway, with two exceptions: It chose Buffalo and Cleveland over
Pennsylvania, and it went north of the Great Salt Lake (but still dipped south to Ely). It even
included its own Colorado Loop.This middle route was sometimes called the Transcontinental
Road. It’s mentioned in Estella M. Copeland’s Overland by Auto in 1913. The introduction tells us
that “Guy Copeland, an Indiana farmer returning home after a disillusioning year attempting to
settle in California, packed up his mother, his wife, and their young family—two little boys, aged
eleven and eight—into a 1910 Mitchell, purchased secondhand the previous fall.” Early in 1913,
Copeland’s brother-in-law relayed advice from a Mr. Dunlap of Lawton, Oklahoma, said to be
familiar with the nation’s roads. He enclosed a U.S. map with a central and southern path
marked:If you come the central which he says is much the best road and best scenery out take
the Transcontinental road , which leads from San Francisco to Eley [ sic ], Salt Lake City,
Cheyenne, Denver, Colorado Springs, Pueblo. . . . [At] Salt Lake City he says you will find
numerous ranch houses where you can put up at night and will always find good



accommodations, can get gasolene [ sic ] or any thing you need. The longest stretch between
ranch houses now is 52 miles, that is just west of Salt Lake in the Alkali desert, he says don’t
tackle that unless it is dry. . . . Mr. Dunlap says if you will mention his name that most of those
ranchers know him.Carl Fisher was involved in numerous auto-related ventures. He had formed
a partnership to manufacture an automobile, the Empire, in 1909. But three of the four
Indianapolis businessmen also decided to build a racetrack. What would become the
Indianapolis Motor Speedway took most of their time, leaving the car to languish. After a disaster
at the opening of the new track, Fisher decided to pave it in brick. In December 1909, after the
last ceremonial brick was placed, the first car to ride the new racetrack was an Empire, the first
one off the line. As the Standard Catalog of America Cars noted, “This was probably the most
attention its builders ever paid the car,” and they sold the company in 1911.In many places there
had been fresh oil used on the roads, which spattered over everything, and this oil also eats the
tires, and, when dry, must make a very disagreeable dust for the traveller to inhale.—Harriet
White Fisher,A Woman’s World Tour in a Motor (1911)Fisher had also struck gold with his Prest-
O-Lite Company, maker of practical headlights. Previously, drivers had to light kerosene lamps or
use carbide gas. Now, compressed gas did the job, and refueling required only an exchange of
cylinders. Fisher, meanwhile, reached an agreement to sell Prest-O-Lite to Union Carbide.
Electric lamps were making his product obsolete, but the buyer wanted Prest-O-Lite for its
cylinders, which could be used in the growing fields of welding and medicine. That made the
plants and distribution system equally attractive. Fisher got more than half of the $9 million
selling price.Carl Fisher takes a break from hard driving during a 1915 trip, most likely in Elkhart,
Indiana.It was in this milieu that Carl Fisher gathered like-minded industrialists on September 10,
1912, in Indianapolis at Das Deutsche Haus (The German House, renamed the Ath-enaeum in
response to anti-German sentiment during World War I). These were wealthy men who had seen
Europe, who had taken steamship vacations. The next great adventure lay right at their doorstep
—America. The Great Plains, Indians, cowboys, desert lands, the Pacific coast, all called out to
their sense of adventure. As drivers themselves, they knew how poor the roads were, especially
outside of cities; Fisher wooed them with visions of good roads linking East and West.Fisher
called his plan the Coast-to-Coast Rock Highway, with the plea, “Let’s build it before we’re too
old to enjoy it.” He proposed that each auto man ufacturer, dealer, and maker of accessories
pledge one-third of 1 percent of their company’s gross receipts for three years, or one-fifth for
five years. Fisher thought at least $10 million could be raised, which would be used to buy
materials and to contract with states and counties to construct the road. No route was chosen;
that would be left to a committee to determine later. He hoped that all the pledges would be
signed by January 1, 1913, and the work completed by May 1, 1915, in time for the opening of
the Panama-Pacific International Exposition in San Francisco. Individual memberships were also
available at the $5 or $100 level. Good-year’s Frank Seiberling pledged $300,000 of his
company’s money that very night. Within a month, $1 million was raised.Carl Fisher signed this
July 1913 letter as chairman of the Temporary Committee and vice president of the Lincoln



Highway Association, but it was still on Coast-to-Coast Rock Highway letterhead.The
September 11, 1912, issue of Horseless Age lauded the plan to raise $10 million as “one of the
most practical and rational yet suggested in the good roads field.” More interesting, the article
said that arrangements were being considered with phone companies along the chosen route to
have facilities between towns for motorist in trouble to call for help.Fisher had written to all the
auto industry executives, but he had not heard from Henry Ford. Fisher sought him out, and Ford
reportedly agreed at first, then changed his mind. A note came on September 18, 1912, via
James Couzens, secretary and treasurer of Ford Motor Company, saying that the board would
consider it but that acceptance was unlikely, “because as long as private interests are willing to
build good roads for the general public, the general public will not be very much interested in
building good roads for itself.” Couzens sent a formal rejection on October 25. Among the
board’s reasons: “We believe it is better to spend our money in making the price of the cars low,
as this will have the beneficial effect of putting more cars in use, and the more cars there are in
use, the greater demand there will be for the government building Good Roads.”Packard
president Henry Joy is usually credited with bringing Lincoln’s name to the road. Joy’s father had
been a friend of the sixteenth president. In December 1912, Joy wrote to Carl Fisher suggesting
that his group protest to Congress that funds scheduled for the Lincoln Memorial would be
better spent on roads that served the public. In January 1913, a congressman wrote to Fisher
suggesting that his road would have more patriotic appeal if his group used a name such as
Lincoln. Fisher also was a Lincoln enthusiast, later giving the main boulevard in his Miami Beach
the name of Lincoln Avenue, and calling his first public accommodations on it the Lincoln Hotel.
Whoever suggested it first, Fisher and Joy both agreed it was the perfect name.Fisher’s goal of
$10 million in pledges by January 1, 1913, was not nearly reached. Packard pledged $150,000,
and Hudson Motor Company signed up for $100,000 later that month. Fisher wrote to Ford again
on February 7, but to no avail. (Edsel Ford, however, later supported the LHA, joining the board
in 1920 and contributing $5,000 toward the group’s operating expenses in 1923, 1924, and
1925.) In March 1913, Lehigh Portland Cement Company president A. Y. Gowen, who became a
regular LHA supporter and director, offered to contribute 1.5 million barrels or more of
cement.This LHA membership packet included a supporters’ list; a little pamphlet containing
President Wilson’s August 30, 1913, editorial in Outlook magazine and his letter accepting
membership certificate number 1; a postcard to be returned for pennants at 50¢ each (you’d
want a pair —an opposite-facing one for each side of your car); a booklet outlining the
organization’s ideals; and certificate number 20020, dated December 22, 1913. Fenton O.
Keister, the recipient, also ordered the pennants.On April 14, Fisher called a meeting in Joy’s
office. The group decided to incorporate, with Joy as president. Their headquarters would be in
Detroit; their route would be named for Lincoln. The Lincoln Highway Association was
incorporated in Detroit on July 1, 1913 (the 50th anniversary of the Battle of Gettysburg). Joy, his
attorney Henry Bodman, Hudson Motor Car Company president Roy Chapin, Detroit banker
Emory Clark, and Good Roads advocate Arthur Pardington met in the Dime Savings Bank



Building (renamed Chrysler House in 2012).At almost the same hour, Carl Fisher and more than
seventy men in seventeen cars plus two supply trucks were leaving Indianapolis on the Hoosier
Tour, a four-week trip across the nation to promote Indiana-made automobiles and the Lincoln
Highway. Although he worried that the tour might be mistaken for a route-finding expedition, he
knew that the publicity would help the cause. Indeed, every town the tour visited took it as a sign
that it would be on the route, and almost every city across the country’s midsection campaigned
for inclusion, from Baltimore to Cleveland to Los Angeles.On the tour, Fisher was invited to the
upcoming Conference of Governors at Colorado Springs that August, where he thought he
might obtain some immediate financing. A year after the idea’s launch, he had only $4.2 million,
still less than half of his $10 million goal. He knew the attendees would want to see a route, so
he persuaded the LHA board to hammer one out. Henry Joy had already spent three weeks in
May and June exploring the possibilities. As western communities began writing to the LHA to
get on the route, a standard reply went out explaining the desired attributes: directness, points of
scenic and historical interest, centers of population between these points, and the character and
volume of support from communities.The Friends of the Open Road are ours; the homesteader
in his white canopied prairie schooner, the cattleman on his pony, the passing fellow motorist,
the ranchman at his farmhouse door, the country inn-keeper hospitably speeding us on our way.
—Effie Price Gladding,Across the Continent by the Lincoln Highway , 1915.The LHA board
prepared a map with a red line to indicate the proposed route, and Joy, Fisher, and the other
LHA vice president, Arthur Pardington, took it with them to the Conference of Governors. They
gave a speech, which they called “An Appeal to Patriots,” explaining the route and its rationale.
The response was positive except from Kansas and Colorado, which had come to believe from
the Hoosier Tour that the Lincoln Highway would pass through their states. Feeling pressure
from their host, the LHA made an exception for Colorado, creating a dogleg to Denver.On the
train returning home, the men drafted a public announcement. It went out on September 14,
1913, proclaiming the LHA’s aim “to immediately promote and procure the establishment of a
continuous improved highway from the Atlantic to the Pacific, open to all lawful traffic of all
descriptions, without toll charges and to be of concrete wherever practicable. This highway is to
be known, in memory of Abraham Lincoln, as ‘the Lincoln Highway.’” The most anticipated
announcement was of the route itself, but the “Proclamation Route” was perhaps more a list of
cities than an actual route. Those familiar with the first LHA road guide from 1915 may be
surprised to see Camden, New Jersey, and Marion, Ohio, listed. Within a few weeks, Marionites
found themselves removed from the route. Camden was removed soon after, but while the New
Jersey city apparently did not protest, things were quite different in Marion, which vehemently
protested the perceived slighting. Other towns fought to be on the route, and many that weren’t
claimed to be. In Fill ’er Up!, Bellamy Partridge recalled hearing that the town of Linton, Indiana,
offered to change its name to Lincoln if the highway would be routed through it.Business leaders
from Washington and Baltimore kept pushing to reroute the highway, and in the spring of 1914,
they won President Woodrow Wilson to their side. Wilson had been the first member to join the



Lincoln Highway Association, having sent a $5 check to Henry B. Joy dated September 11,
1913. Wilson wrote to Joy in June 1914 asking that the route divert from Philadelphia to
Washington, D.C., and then to Gettysburg. Joy replied with a telegram on July 29 that this would
add seventeen miles (somehow it seems much longer), and that the communities in
Pennsylvania had already put forth a lot of effort and had renamed streets. Most of all, “devious
windings . . . would insure its failure as a permanent useful memorial way.” But, as researcher
Craig Harmon has uncovered, Joy reversed his decision a year later.Many years ago, Kevin
Patrick found an ad for a Lincoln Highway Garage in Chester, Pennsylvania, fifteen miles south
of the original route, indicating that at some time the Lincoln Highway was planned for, or
actually passed through, the town. Paul Sestak had likewise discovered references to the
Lincoln Highway in Delaware, writing to me: “I have several articles that refer to this section of
road as the Lincoln Highway including an article on its construction and construction contracts.
The words Lincoln Highway also appear on several early subdivision plans.”What Harmon found
was hundreds of articles from The Washington Post detailing the efforts of businessmen and
boosters from Washington and Baltimore to have their cities put on the Lincoln Highway. A
feeder route was approved in 1915 from Philadelphia to Chester, Wilmington, Elkton, Havre de
Grace, Belair, Baltimore, and Laurel. It entered Washington via Maryland Avenue, went through
Potomac Park and around the Lincoln Memorial, then to Massachusetts Avenue and west on
Rockville Pike, and continued through Rockville, Gaithersburg, Damascus, Ridge-ville,
Frederick, Thurmont, and Emmitsburg to Gettysburg. Two huge signs, ten-by-fifty feet each,
announced the route, one sign five miles north of Phildelphia, the other at Gettysburg. Despite
the intensive campaigning by those along the route, it was still only a feeder road— one article
even called it a detour—and therefore was marked with red-white-red signs. There were
reportedly hundreds of such official Lincoln Highway feeders to nearby cities, even one leading
far north to the Black Hills of South Dakota, though the only ones to be noted and called that in
LHA guidebooks were a set of three into Chicago.Researcher Russell Rein says, “Maybe this
explains the token I saw for the Lincoln Highway Seafood Co. in Baltimore.” Rein has also
researched the LH feeder to Detroit.Even more interesting was a heretofore unknown attempt to
add Los Angeles to the route. Fred Baker of that city became the Southern California consul in
1919, which the 1935 LHA official history chalked up to a special circumstance. A possible
explanation can be found in a San Francisco Chronicle article of September 30, 1923, about
LHA field secretary Gael Hoag’s comments at a conference of San Francisco–area chamber
representatives, hotel owners, the state auto association, and state officials. Hoag said he was
going to the LHA board immediately to recommend that Los Angeles be named an alternate
terminus because of the lack of support from San Francisco. And in a blurb titled “Lincoln
Highway Ultimatum” in Motor West, Hoag told San Francisco leaders that he would urge the
LHA to cease efforts at improving the road from Salt Lake City to San Francisco, and instead
work toward Los Angeles, by either the Midland Trail or Arrowhead Trail. This was part of a larger
fight that had been brewing for years over the western routing.In Placerville, a proclamation was



rushed by the El Dorado County Chamber of Commerce on October 2, 1923, appealing to
“central and northern California and central Nevada to unite” to halt the rerouting of the Lincoln
Highway between Salt Lake City and San Francisco. Chambers and newspapers were urged to
call on the LHA to keep the original alignment.A few articles even mentioned Hawaii as being the
true western terminus of the Lincoln Highway, specifically Nuuanu Pali, a precipice six miles
above Honolulu. The thinking was that many drivers who motored across the country continued
on to the islands (which would not be a state for forty-six more years). The 1935 LHA history
does say that the state had a consul in the early years as one of the “special circumstances” for
“points not on the route.”Most realignments were done to straighten the route, but another
leading reason was to eliminate railroad crossings. A day’s drive of a couple hundred miles often
included dozens. Ten miles east of Salt Lake City, for example, the 1913 Lincoln Highway Route
Road Conditions and Directions listed ten crossings in less than three miles. Lack of crossing
gates, engine noise in the era before mufflers, and window curtains that could be cloudy all
made accidents far too common. Worst of all were the steep grades on each side of the tracks.
These were hard to run up to and cross, and the tilt could cause carburetors to starve and
engines to die right as the vehicles got on the tracks.The April 1902 Automobile Magazine
described the railroad crossings in Wilkins-burg, Pennsylvania:There are ten tracks to be
crossed, almost a continuous passing of trains, some of them express trains going at a very high
speed, no gates, and only infrequently a watchman. The track crossings are extremely rough,
making it necessary to run slowly over them if one is to avoid chancing a breakdown directly on
the railroad. The tracks curve in both directions from the crossing and there are usually several
freight cars massed on the unused outer ones, which very thoroughly limit even what small view
there is. . . . The road continues to and through Wilkinsburg center over the vilest brick pavement
that the automobile mind can conceive.No wonder the town celebrated the elimination of its rail
crossings in 1916 with a huge celebration, capped by the dedication of a Lincoln statue. Even in
the late 1920s, Frederic Van de Water wrote in The Family Flivvers to Frisco of coming upon a
crossing accident at Clarks, Nebraska, that left only a baby alive from a family of four. “Peril,” he
wrote, “has not been wiped out entirely from transcontinental pilgrimages.”Perhaps proof that the
LHA was serious about moving the western terminus, a crew from the Automobile Club of
Southern California posts signs on the Midland Trail between Ely and Tonapah, Nevada.
Duckwater Indian Reservation is about twenty miles north of the road (now U.S. Route 6), and
the Hot Creek Mountain Range is about twenty miles west.Rise to FameOctober 31, 1913—
Halloween—was pronoun-ced a day of celebration. Ceremonies started just after midnight in
Council Bluffs, Iowa, with the sounding of sirens and factory whistles. Across the river in Omaha,
the Union Pacific Railroad donated three train car loads of railroad ties and had one of the
largest fires in the nation, reportedly attended by ten thousand people. The Union Pacific also lit
blazes along three hundred miles of track, from Omaha to Grand Island. Fireworks, cannon fire,
and dances marked the event in other towns. In Indiana, farmers put jack-o’-lanterns on their
fence posts. In Carroll, Iowa, thousands of cars lined up for a parade. The governors of



Nebraska, Wyoming, and Nevada proclaimed it Lincoln Highway Day.By 1914, however, Henry
Joy felt that pursuing $10 million in pledges was a wasted effort, and instead proposed
“Seedling Miles” of concrete to stimulate interest in areas where the quality of the roads was
most poor. The LHA would provide cement for a mile-long, sixteen-foot-wide road if a community
would pay for the labor and materials to build the subgrade and drainage and promise main-
tenance for a reasonable period. The thinking was that once locals experienced the change from
quagmire to concrete, they would become Good Roads advocates too. The first Seedling Mile
was built west of DeKalb, Illinois, in late 1914. Engineers from around the world lauded the
efforts of the LHA.Cartoonists were quick to grasp the significance of a road connecting the
coasts, as they did with the first transcontinental railroad half a century earlier. The San
Francisco Examiner ran this one on October 31, 1913, the Lincoln Highway’s official day of
celebration.The first guide to the Lincoln Highway was a little-known folder sponsored by
Packard titled Lincoln Highway Route Road Conditions and Directions, copyrighted in October
1913. Effie Gladding used it as she crossed the country in the summer of 1914. It gave
directions such as “turn left across fields,” “straight ahead across sage brush mesa,” “go through
gate and Indian farm,” “across creek (no bridge),” and a couple more zingers. About fifteen miles
east of Rawlins, it directed, “Pass in front of saloon buildings and turn to left around shearing
pens, then to right and westerly over the hill.” And between Eureka and Austin, Nevada, “fill each
ditch with brush before crossing.”In 1914, the LHA issued Hints to Transcontinental Tourists,
written by F. H. Trego, the group’s chief engineer. It consisted of six pages of suggestions such
as things to do (carry yellow goggles), things not to do (“don’t carry good clothes—ship them”),
and instructions on how to get out of a mud hole and how to sleep on the ground (dig a trench
for the hips). It also gave tips on how to estimate costs and time, and listed two pages’ worth of
needed equipment. The advice was expanded for the first LHA guide, The Complete Official
Road Guide of the Lincoln Highway, published on March 30, 1915, which was essentially a
listing of towns with descriptions, not directions.Conversely, guides such as the Cheyenne to
Reno Auto Log gave excruciating detail at a time when a farm lane could look more like a main
road than the real main road. Such entries were necessary in a world that lacked directional
signs and required drivers to patch together a through route from pieces of local paths. This is
from western Wyoming:78.7 —LYMAN. Straight ahead; cross covered ditch.79.1 —Turn R.79.3
—End road; white house on R.; turn L. with poles.79.9—Four corners; turn R.; still follow phone
poles; pass general store on L. (81.9).82.6—Beyond covered ditch, keep R., crossing several
wooden bridges; follow poles to end of road.84.4—Fort Bridger.84.7 —R.-H. road; turn R., follow
ford through fort; jog L. (85.1), then R., entering lane (85.5).By 1915, a B. F. Goodrich guide from
Kearney to Cheyenne noted the places where the highway’s colored stripes could be found on
poles . . . or trees.The Lincoln Highway publicity machine also approved a number of products,
including Lincoln Highway cigars, a tin service station toy (manufactured by Marx), a board
game, gas pumps, and tires. A stage play called “The Lincoln Highwayman” in 1917 became a
movie two years later. “The Lincoln Highway March,” a song by George B. Lutz, also came on a



piano roll played by Osborne and Howe in 1922:From the land of William Penn on a highway firm
and true;Girded by the mountain peaks, lakes and plains, and the sky so blue,As we journey
miles and miles thru the Lincoln land of smiles . . .Decades later, C. W. McCall (of “Convoy”
fame) penned “Old 30”:It was 3,000 miles of rockin’ rollin’ highway,a million memories long and
two lanes wide.It was known to all the truckers as the Mighty Lincoln Highway, but to me it’s still
ol’ 30 all the way.There was even a line of automobiles called the Lincoln Highway, made by the
Lincoln Motor Car Company in 1914. Most notable was the interior: a folding seat up front and
the steering wheel in the rear seat.The LHA’s big year was 1915. Not only would the Panama-
Pacific Exposition opening in San Francisco be a draw, but there were numerous other events.
One of the most significant and profitable was a motion picture caravan to document the Lincoln
Highway, creating seven thousand feet of film. Towns along the route contributed funds to ensure
that they would be included in the film, then went out of their way to welcome the crew and
spruce up for what they saw as their big chance at fame. East Liverpool, Ohio, went so far as to
cover an old glass house kiln with pottery and blow it up. The caravan ended in San Francisco,
with a huge celebration of Lincoln Highway Day in front of the Palace of Transportation, home to
a 365-foot-long Lincoln Highway map. LHA secretary Arthur Pardington had dreamed up the
film, but passed away just as it was nearing completion. At Pardington’s death, Henry Joy
proclaimed that the Lincoln Highway was “more his work than that of any other man. Thousands
have given dollars to the cause. PARDINGTON GAVE HIMSELF.”A photographer accompanied
the film caravan, and some of those photos appear in this book courtesy of the National Heritage
Museum in Lexington, Massachusetts. A scrapbook of the pictures, along with a
commemorative plate made in East Liverpool, Ohio, was donated to the museum by the family
of Jacob “Jake” Meinzinger, a racer and carburetor engineer who developed the “NH” carb used
in some Ford Model Ts starting in 1920. Another set was located by former LHA director Leon
Schegg.In late May 1915, Henry Joy drove west to the expo with new LHA secretary Austin
Bement and Packard mechanic Ernie Eisenhut in a new Packard 1-35 Twin Six, the first twelve-
cylinder production car. His comprehensive photo album, with hundreds of photos from the
muddy 2,885-mile journey, can be found at the University of Michigan’s Bentley Library. They
averaged thirty-five miles per hour, arriving back on June 18. The captions themselves are often
entertaining: “Nearing Tama, Iowa, our rear wheels threw gumbo higher than the telephone
poles.” “The natives took reserved seats to watch us work their roads.” “Four hours were needed
to dislodge us from the Lincoln Highway east of Marshaltown.” “He pulled us out for $3.00 and a
drink of whiskey.”In 1919, the army organized its own trip across the Lincoln Highway with almost
three hundred men in eighty-one vehicles. It had no formal name that can be discerned and so
shall be referred to in this book as the First Transcontinental Army Truck Convoy. (A medal
awarded to soldiers upon its com-pletion was worded First Trans-Continental Motor Transport
Convoy.) The convoy was sponsored by the War Department to dem-onstrate the practicality of
transcontinental motoring. It started in Washington, D.C., with the unveiling of the Zero Milestone
on the ellipse, in back of the White House, from which all U.S. mileages were to be measured.



That milestone was temporary; the current one was dedicated on July 4, 1923. The west face of
the permanent milestone was inscribed to note the 1919 tour: “Starting Point of First
Transcontinental Motor Convoy over the Lincoln Highway, July 7, 1919.”The Lincoln Highway
board game actually had players follow numerous named highways across a U.S. map.Guides
like this Auto Log helped drivers in the era before maps by giving directions in tenth-mile
increment. This one invokes the Lincoln name and follows the Lincoln Highway as far west as
Ogden, but then directed “autoists” north around the Great Salt Lake and along the Humboldt
River through Nevada.Gasoline pumps were another novel method of promoting the highway’s
identity. This ad appeared in the 1918 LHA road guide.Filming the Lincoln Highway in
1915.Meeting the locals during the Lincoln Highway Association 1915 movie film caravan.Henry
Joy struggles through Iowa’s famed gumbo mud in June 1915. The LHA president had left
Detroit on May 27, bound for the Panama-Pacific Exposition in San Francisco, with Austin
Bement and Ernie Eisenhut.One of the speakers was Charles Lathrop Pack, president of the
American Forestry Association, who, like Col. Albert Pope, advocated the planting of memorial
trees along the growing network of roads. “Call them Roads of Remembrance,” he said. “For no
finer memorial can be erected in honor of men who fought for world freedom.” One of the best
known of these sections was along the Lincoln Highway near York, Pennsylvania.The caravan,
led by LHA field secretary Henry Ostermann in the LHA Packard, covered some thirty-three
hundred miles in sixty-two days. Dwight D. Eisenhower’s experience in the convoy—he was then
a young officer— left indelible impressions: “[U]ntil 1916,” Ike said of the Army in At Ease, it was
“pretty much tied to the mule and horse.” But times were changing and the Army was realizing
the military advantages of motorized speed and mobility, not to mention the tactical advantages
to be gained from trucks and tanks. Still, Ike said the changeover was difficult:All drivers had
claimed lengthy experience in driving trucks; some of them, it turned out, had never handled
anything more advanced than a Model T. Most colored the air with expressions in starting and
stopping that indicated a longer association with teams of horses than with internal combustion
engines.Ike admitted that the convoy “started me thinking about good, two-lane highways.” This
coupled with his experiencing Germany’s autobahns during World War II led him to campaign for
broad superhighways, which became the U.S. interstate system.The convoy also had more
immediate results. LHA directors believed it helped with the passage of the Townsend Federal
Highway Act in 1921, which allotted $75 million in matching funds to states. The LHA saw it as
vindication of its efforts.The LHA had long wanted to build a stretch of road incorporating leading
inno-vations, an ultimate seeding mile where the change from rural road to pavement would be
most appreciated. After much planning, they built what they called the Ideal Section between
Schererville and Dyer, Indiana, near the Illinois border. Completed by 1923, the Ideal Section
was actually a mile and a half long. The concrete was forty feet wide and ten inches thick, with
steel reinforcing rods, and included one bridge and one culvert. It was also one of the first urban
roadways to be lighted, if not the first. Motorists were awestruck that they could drive at night
without headlights.The ten millionth Model T rolled off the line on June 4, 1924. It was an



amazing feat. The one millionth T was produced in December 1915, and the five millionth T in
May 1921. That had taken more than twelve years from the first Model T in 1908, but it took only
another three years for that count to double. That ten millionth Model T made a cross-country
tour along the Lincoln Highway. It left Times Square on June 16, driven by racecar driver Frank
Kulick and sent off by LHA president J. Newton Gunn, arriving in San Francisco on August 1. A
film crew went along, and today clips can be found in the National Archives. By 1924, two-thirds
of all cars registered in the United States were Fords—all Model Ts.The October 1, 1919, LHA
Forum celebrated the army’s arrival on the west coast: “The convoy was met at the California
State Line on the south shore of beautiful Lake Tahoe by representatives of all the Chambers of
Commerce on the Lincoln Highway cities between Nevada and the coast and a barbecue was
staged in connection with a rodeo as a welcome to the State of California.”Many of the Model T
drivers became “tin can tourists,” eating their food from cans while camping or putting up in
tourist camps nightly. Near Clinton, Iowa, Beth O’Shea had to ask the driver of a parked car if a
large field along the Mississippi was a tourist camp. “‘Sure, it’s a tourist camp,’ he told us. ‘Any-
thin’s a tourist camp what has water and no no-trespass signs. All the towns has got ’em now.
They figure they give you a place where you can pitch your tent and you’ll buy food and stuff at
their stores.’”Municipal camps also grew because tin can tourists were ravaging farmers’ fields
and leaving their trash. Even Effie Gladding noticed: “As we drive along, we constantly see the
remains of former camps by the roadside. Old tin teakettles, pieces of worn-out campstools,
piles of tin cans.” Frederic Van de Water wrote that camps in the West charged a fee to keep out
transients: “West of the Mississippi, roads swarm with auto tramps, folk who have started out
motor camping and have not been able to stop. They are a sinister, frowzy, none too honest lot
and the half dollar keeps camps free from these undesirables.” He and his wife learned to
choose privately operated camps, which were better run. “Local patriotism may be a powerful
force but hope of personal profit is stronger.”With Edsel Ford’s help, the Ten-Millionth Model T
became a promotional tool for the Lincoln Highway too. Racecar driver Frank Kulick left New
York City on June 16, 1924, and took the Lincoln Highway to San Francisco. He carried a letter
from Mayor John Hylan to Mayor James Rolph Jr.There are barriers between the bulk of our
population and our native wonders . . . barriers of mud and alkali and sand more formidable than
the two thousand miles of cold water which divide our population from the inferior but far more
widely heralded beauty spots of Europe.—Henry B. Joy,The Outlook magazine,April 25,
1917.Perhaps the most memorable part of staying at a tourist camp was the nightly gathering of
“road liars,” whose egos inflated their drives into wild adventures. Van de Water described them:
“Thus, every road he has traveled becomes, in retrospect, an ordeal through which he brought
his car safely only by the possession and exercise of abilities such as few men own. . . . And the
more he talks, the worse they become.” It took him a while to realize that veteran campers paid
little heed, discounting their statements by “at least 75 per cent.” He disdained those who went
motor camping and then wrote about it “as though it were an art that only a chosen few can
command. The secret it this: Any one can do it. It’s a cinch.”Proprietors began to build cabins for



those who didn’t carry tents and to lure those who did. The trend was booming in 1927, when
Van de Water wrote, “Cabins are a godsend to automobile parties that come rolling in late, with
the complicated process of camp making still before them.” Appearing in all shapes, sizes, and
motifs, but often just as a plain cottage, cabins were the first step toward motels.An early-1920s
annual report of the Koehring Company, makers of concrete mixers, promoted the road-building
material as “the magic medium of modern empire builders.”A Fading, Fraying LineIn 1924, the
fifth edition of the LHA guidebook was published. Filled with ads and extra information, it would
be the last. The next year, the Association of American Highway Officials proposed a numbering
system for interstate roads. The flowering of highway boosters and associations led to a
confusing mix of named roads with their colored bands on phone poles. In addition to the
previously mentioned Yellowstone and National Old Trails highways, other transcontinental
routes included Bankhead Highway (Washington, D.C., to San Diego), Old Spanish Trail (St.
Augustine to San Diego), and the Theodore Roosevelt International Highway (Portland, Maine,
to Portland, Oregon). Like the Lincoln, the Victory Highway (via St. Louis and Denver) and the
Pikes Peak Ocean to Ocean Highway (via Indianapolis and Colorado Springs) both connected
New York to San Francisco.The named highways were intentionally not marked as one
continuous federal route, but were split among many different numbered routes. In general, the
Lincoln Highway was made part of U.S. Route 1 from New York City to Philadelphia; U.S. Route
30 to Granger, Wyoming; U.S Route 40 in Utah; and U.S. Route 50 in Nevada and
California.Meanwhile, the Lincoln’s route continued to be improved and shortened. The biggest
obstacles to road betterment came in the West, particularly Utah and Nevada, with the sparsest
populations on the corridor. These states found it hard to justify spending large amounts of
money on roads that outsiders could use simply to speed across. Locals were quite content with
the condition of their roads. The Utah dispute became especially caustic. The LHA finally
relented to state pressure in 1927, forsaking its Goodyear Cutoff and instead adopting the route
of the Victory Highway to Wendover. Even as late as 1935, when the LHA published its history,
the front and back maps were not of the road they’d worked so hard to build, but of the disputed
routes west of Salt Lake City.The LHA was relentless in trimming miles from the route. Here are
the figures from the Packard and LHA guides:1913. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3,388.6*1915. . . . . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3,384.01916. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3,331.01918. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
. . . . .3,323.51921. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3,305.01924. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3,142.6*** 
Includes Camden, NJ, and Marion, OH, but not Ogden.** 14 miles longer if via Donner Pass,
which had become less preferred than the Pioneer Branch.At the end of 1927, the LHA ceased
active operations, but it was agreed to mark the route a final time. On September 1, 1928, Boy
Scouts across the country planted concrete posts along the highway. Their locations had been
plotted months before by LHA secretary Gael Hoag, who produced a typewritten log, noting the
type and orientation of each post. Although about four thousand pole-mounted signs were
placed on city streets, it’s the concrete posts that are remembered, sought out, and occasionally
stolen. The seven-foot poles, half of which went underground, were cast concrete with steel



reinforcement rods. Researcher Russell Rein has transcribed Hoag’s log, counting 2,437
markers between Elizabeth, New Jersey, and Lincoln Park, San Francisco. The markers,
however, add another layer to the Lincoln Highway routing confusion, for the route they mark
differs from the final LHA guide in 1924. Changes came later, too; for example, when U.S. Route
30 bypassed Omaha, Nebraska, the markers were moved to follow the new road from Missouri
Valley, Iowa, to Blair, Nebraska, though the LHA had disbanded years before.In advance of the
marking, four Boy Scouts traveled for a month along the Lincoln Highway from New York to San
Francisco. The National Safety Council cosponsored a Highway Safety Program, which included
first-aid and American Red Cross lifesaving demonstrations. The Boy Scouts of America had
just been established in 1910, so the trip was also intended to help increase membership and
start new troops. Scout leaders hoped the programs would introduce camping and hiking as
alternatives to more dangerous play in the streets. But promoting the marking of the Lincoln
Highway was of at least equal importance.The scouts rode in the back of a Reo Speed Wagon, a
truck body specially fitted for this trip with a top resembling a Conestoga wagon. In the back also
were duffel bags, blankets, and cooking utensils. Bernard Queneau especially remembered the
harsh seats: “They were just benches. We didn’t have any soft cushions.” Flaps in the sides of
the canvas let the scouts see out, but with only a small opening at the front of the canvas, they
couldn’t see the road ahead very well. Queneau and the other three scouts making the trip were
fifteen years old, but in an interesting twist, each one was in a different school grade. Queneau,
who had already graduated from high school, recorded his adventures in a little journal, writing
about a page a day, noting stops they made and people they saw. His observations were
succinct. From western Ohio he wrote: “We again ate fine in Lima, the hotel being great for such
a town. Ohio is full of pigs, cattle, bad roads, and rain.”John T. Faris must qualify as the pioneer
in a long line of “blue highway” writers. In his 1931 Roaming American Highways, he looked back
on nine of the named, long-distance highways. He marveled at the changes since they had been
established two decades previously. In the sixty-one-page chapter on the Lincoln Highway, he
noted that this road, which had carried perhaps 150 cross-country drivers the year of its
founding, now saw hundreds of thousands of motorists.A 1933 fourth grade geography book,
Our Neighbors Near and Far, followed the Lincoln Highway for twenty-eight pages. In 1935, the
LHA published its own history, The Lincoln Highway: The Story of a Crusade That Made
Transportation History, a detailed but incomplete account. The author remained a mystery until
Craig Harmon found this inscription on the copy at the Oakland Public Library: “Ten months, plus
55 cases of letters and documents, plus much sweat went into this book. Text is mine;
biographical sketches by Gael Hoag. D. R. Lane.” David Lane was a reporter and writer. Harmon
followed up with Lane’s daughter, who had two of her dad’s notebooks and the
correspondence.Numbered highways replaced names in the 1920s. Scotchlite produced this
card that showed off its reflective U.S. Route 30 billboards.A six-mile stretch just west of Buffalo
Bill Cody’s Scout’s Rest Ranch in North Platte— dedicated on November 5, 1935—was said to
be the last portion to be hard-surfaced. But that doesn’t count the segments that had been



bypassed. And a congratulatory telegram from President Roosevelt called it the last paved link in
U.S. Route 30, which is not at all the Lincoln.In July 1938, the Lincoln Highway Association
celebrated the twenty-fifth anniversary of its founding by holding a ceremony in conjunction with
those honoring the seventy-fifth anniversary of the Battle of Gettysburg. The events included the
lighting of the eternal flame by President Franklin Roosevelt. As few veterans of the war
remained, so too were the ranks of LHA founders thinning. Henry Joy had passed away in 1936.
Fisher would die in 1939, but his highway continued to garner attention.The finale of Babes in
Arms, a 1939 Busby Berkeley film starring Mickey Rooney and Judy Garland, featured the gang
singing “God’s Country”:JUN 13, 1939—PHILADELPHIAHotel WashingtonI miss what I didn’t
bring.BonnieHi there, neighbor, Goin’ my wayEast or West on the Lincoln Highway?Hi there,
Yankee, Give out with a great big thank-ee,You’re in God’s CountryAlso that year, world’s fairs
were held in both New York and San Francisco. The latter’s Golden Gate International Exposition
designated July 1 as Lincoln Highway Day. A program on Treasure Island honored LHA officers
and regional leaders. A period article said, “Ceremonies will be brief and a major part of the day
will be devoted to reunions among pioneer members of the Association.” Texaco joined in by
producing ads, maps, and little strip-map booklets of the road. One map was produced
specifically for the fair. LHA vice president Austin Bement drove a new Hupp Skylark across the
country, taking a letter from New York’s mayor to San Francisco’s mayor. He was said to be
“making an official inspection tour of the Lincoln Highway, the 3000-mile connecting link
between 1939’s two world fairs.”On July 2, 1939, three years after his death, a monument was
dedicated to Henry B. Joy in Wyoming. He had camped near the site in 1915, on the Continental
Divide, under what he thought was the most beautiful sunset ever, and had asked to be buried
there. He was buried elsewhere, but a stone tablet and eight concrete LHA posts were set here.
Western historian Randy Wagner found that the ceremony was at 5:00 P. M., when Joy would
have made camp for the evening.The next year, the Lincoln Highway radio show debuted on
NBC. Sponsored by Shinola Shoe Polish, the melodramas lasted through 1942. That year,
Keystone View Company—the world’s leading manufacturer of stereoview cards—published two
sets of Lincoln Highway images, twenty-five in each, split at the Mississippi River. The images
were available as either stereo cards or lantern slides. “From Omaha East on the Lincoln
Highway” was Geography Series Unit #17, numbered 401 to 425 west from New York City. “From
Omaha West on the Lincoln Highway” was Geography Series Unit #18, numbered 601 to 625
west from Omaha. Not every image was of the Lincoln Highway, or even of a town on the route,
such as one of Lincoln, Nebraska.In The Steel Mirror, a 1948 novel by Donald Hamilton, a young
doctor is traveling the Lincoln Highway in Illinois when his car breaks down and he hooks up with
a woman who’s being followed. The Lincoln highway is not the focus, but it was nonetheless
referenced, despite being overshadowed by numbered highways two decades earlier.The next
year, the highway’s identity was still strong enough that Collier’s sent a writer in search of stories
from the route, much as it had done with Emily Post in 1915. John Kord Lagemann’s two-part
“The Glory Road” is breezy but insightful. The author realistically recalls the hazards of early



motoring, describes the advances (or not—“most of the hotels and tourist courts exclude
Negroes”), and marvels at, while bemoaning, the coming superhigh-ways (“completely detaches
you from the countryside”).In 1951, NBC presented a special episode on its Sunday afternoon
program, “The Eternal Light Radio Show,” called “The Lincoln Highway.” The February 12, 1951,
installment was part of the national observance of Lincoln’s Birthday. The program used the
geography of the Lincoln to tie together fourteen poems by Carl Sandburg about American
people and places. The highway was mentioned early in the show: “Lincoln’s memory is kept on
a living arterial highway moving across state lines from coast to coast, to the murmur, ‘be good
to each other sisters,’ ‘don’t fight brothers.’”The Federal Highway Act of 1956, which established
limited-access interstate highways, made even the thirty-year-old federal routes seem obsolete.
The old named trails were forgotten in the era of tailfins and cloverleafs, but even as they faded,
interest in roadside culture and highway history was growing. John Baeder’s Diners (1978) and
Gas, Food, and Lodging (1982) inspired readers to search out old roadside haunts. Drake
Hokanson’s 1988 book sparked renewed interest in the Lincoln Highway, and in March 1991,
Iowa State University organized an exhibit of his photos and a symposium exploring the design
and conservation of the road. I was just one of many attending who spoke of a day when a
national group might help preserve and document the Lincoln Highway. Little did we know that in
the audience were a couple who would turn our words into action.Dr. Alan Hathaway prepares to
head west from Pittsburgh in 1996 in what he believes is the famed Ten-Millionth Model T.Bob
and Joyce Ausberger were concerned about a proposed widening of the Lincoln near their Iowa
farm, especially as U.S. 30 is a modern roadway just a mile away. They hooked up with overland
trails historian Gregory Franzwa, and by the following October, the new LHA was founded.
Driving tours, publications, and state and local chapters have helped the organization grow to
twelve hundred members and ignited countless preser vation and documentation projects. A
Lincoln Highway Buy-Way Yard Sale started in Ohio has prospered and spread to adjacent
states.In 2000, Congress even directed the National Park Service to evaluate the significance of
the Lincoln Highway, resulting in maps and a catalog of sites, but the resources were deemed
too scattered. In the past two decades, bridges and buildings have been saved and restored;
hundreds of signs, murals, and kiosks were added; and various states now have agencies
promoting the road.The most prolific painter of Lincoln Highway scenes is Kevin Kutz. In the fifty-
by-seventy-inch folding Fanfare for Common Man , Dunkle’s Gulf in Bedford, Pennsylvania,
anchors various on-the-road attractions.So much of early motoring is romanticized that we often
forget that real people faced unimaginable obstacles in those days. The idea of locating a
bypassed piece of original concrete roadway can be exciting, but the cla-clunk rhythm that
driving on it produced could be pretty tiresome after a thousand miles in a period car. Clinton
Twiss noted it in his 1951 book, The Long, Long Trailer: “From Indiana to Wyoming the roadbed
is concrete, with expansion joints that met only occasionally. Just often enough to create a
sickening, rocking motion that could be overcome only by slowing down to twenty-five miles per
hour.” That’s why, as members attend LHA conferences or chapter meetings today, a fair share



drive the interstates (or fly) to get there. As John B. Rae wrote in The Road and the Car in
American Life:The flaws in the Interstates are minor when they are set against the advantages.
The motorist . . . who crosses Wyoming on I-80 and has had experience of doing the same thing
on two-lane stretches of Route 30, with unending lines of heavy trucks in each direction, will
unhesitatingly agree that the change has definitely been for the better.So enjoy the armchair trip,
and if you have a chance, seek out some of the old Lincoln Highway. There are lots of places to
explore. Many bypassed sections of the Lincoln Highway are now on private land, however, and
some may not be posted. Ask if you’re not sure.By telling people you’re following the Lincoln
Highway, you’ll be surprised at the new information and adventures that will follow. As Emily Post
wrote in her 1916 book, By Motor to the Golden Gate, “It is your troubles on the road, your bad
meals in queer places, your unexpected stops at people’s houses; in short, your misadventures
that afterwards become your most treasured memories.”Greetings fromNew YorkThe Lincoln
Highway needed to start somewhere, and where better than the symbolic center of New York
City, the “Crossroads of the World,” Times Square. Not really square, the term encompasses the
lively area around the convergence of Broadway, 42nd Street, and Seventh Avenue. Though the
Lincoln Highway had a western end too, Times Square was and is thought of as the beginning
point; a Lincoln Highway trip was looked upon as a journey into western America.The Lincoln
Highway had little impact in cities, where the streets were already paved and marked and used
daily by thousands of locals. The 1913 Packard guide to the route, which gave directions by the
tenth of the mile out west, relegated directions here to “we ferry over to Jersey City,” then the
next two towns listed are Newark and Trenton, sixty-seven miles away.NEW
YORKU.S.Population in 19109,113,61492,228,496Population in
201719,849,399325,719,178Persons per square mile in 2017411.292.2New York County in
19102,762,522New York County in 20171,664,727Approximate milesof Lincoln
Highway13,389When San Francisco considered having a statue of an Indian on a horse, called
The End of the Trail, placed at its end, New York discussed placing something similar here.
Nothing came of it, and the eastern terminus remains unmarked nearly a century later. But if the
new transcontinental highway meant little to New Yorkers, it did mean something to the rest of
the country. Persons heading west who lived at all nearby made Times Square the ceremonial
beginning of their journey. Lots of drivers would also dip their wheels in the Atlantic Ocean,
hoping to do so again at the Pacific.The Lincoln Highway perhaps was less celebrated here
because it was less meaningful than the region’s other transportation enhancements. Easy
access to water via its harbor, the Hudson River, and later the Erie Canal led to Manhattan’s
early dominance as a manufacturing center. When railroads arrived in the nineteenth century,
most ended on the New Jersey side of the Hudson, luring industries to relocate there, where
they also had room for spread-out, more efficient plants. The rise of motor transport somewhat
equalized the field, but the lack of bridges across the Hudson was still an impediment. Much of
the freight handling moved over to the Hackensack Meadows, convenient to the growing
network of roads in New Jersey. New York City retained a lot of small manufacturing, served by



the flow of immigrants arriving at Ellis Island, but the city grew mostly as a financial center,
broadening its international connections. Arriving in this milieu, the Lincoln Highway was simply
another name for a street that already had one.Places to See for the History-MindedWhen
Henry Hudson came ashore in 1609, the Lenni-Lenape already had organized villages. The
Indian name for the big island was Mana-hat-ta, meaning “heavenly land.” When the natives
made the infamous trade in 1626 of Manhattan for $24 worth of trinkets, the crime was not the
price, but that they thought they were turning over only the right to use the land, not its
ownership. It was also an indication that the Dutch were interested in more than just trading
furs.Shirley Woolfitt revels in the excitement of Times Square. She and her husband, Bob, are
about to depart in their 1934 Packard sedan on the 2003 Lincoln Highway Anniversary Cross
Country Tour.At the southern end of Manhattan, a log wall was built in 1653 by slaves of the
Dutch to protect from attack by the former inhabitants. It lasted only a few decades, but its
legacy survives as Wall Street.The British wanted the island too, finally taking control in 1664
and renaming the colony for their duke of York. Manhattan became the name of one of New York
City’s five boroughs; the others are Bronx, Queens, Brooklyn (formally the rarely heard Kings),
and Staten Island (formally Richmond).Across from the southern tip of Manhattan, two smaller
islands are home to the Statue of Liberty and the Ellis Island Immigration Museum. Farther
south, overlooking the Atlantic Ocean from Brooklyn, sit Brighton Beach and Coney Island,
which retains a number of old rides, such as the 1920 Wonder Wheel, the 1927 Cyclone
coaster, and a 1932 carousel (spelled Caroussell here), where you can reach out as in decades
past and try to grab a metal ring.Times Square was the launching point for car races as well as
the symbolic start of the Lincoln Highway. Here, George Schuster and Monty Roberts, the
American team, await the start of the 1908 New York-to-Paris race on Lincoln’s Birthday.
Schuster, who took over as driver at Cheyenne, won 169 days later.Back in Manhattan, at 233
Broadway (just east of the World Trade Center site), you’ll find a building completed about the
time the Lincoln Highway was set here: the 792-foot Woolworth Building, opened in 1913. It was
the world’s tallest until the Chrysler Building topped it in 1930. Across from it is City Hall Park,
home to the 1812 City Hall and the 1872 Old New York County Courthouse.Just north of that, a
colonial-era cemetery was unearthed in 1991 during construction of the federal building at 290
Broadway. Spanning about five blocks, it held an estimated twenty thousand graves.Several
parks strung along the Hudson River waterfront offer an amazing variety, including the New York
branch of the Smithsonian’s National Museum of the American Indian in the 1907 Beaux Arts
Customs House building and the Museum of Jewish Heritage. Near North Cove Yacht Harbor
(and just west of the World Trade Center site), a metal railing has two quotes inscribed. One is a
poem by Walt Whitman; the other, by Frank O’Hara, nicely sums up how different New York is
from the Lincoln Highway you’ll experience farther west: “One need never leave the confines of
New York to get all the greenery one wishes—I can’t even enjoy a blade of grass unless I know
there’s a subway handy, or a record store or some other sign that people do not totally regret
life.”North from there, Hudson River Park has gardens, cafés, and other entertainments all the



way to 59th Street. At Piers 25 and 40, you can fish or rent outdoor games. Pier 25 also has a
miniature golf course, and Pier 26 has a boathouse offering free kayaking. Nearby are
Chinatown, Little Italy, and Greenwich Village. There are a surprising number of old buildings,
even a few taverns dating to the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.Some blocks east of Times
Square on Howard Street are a couple longtime businesses: E. Vogel is in its fourth generation
making footware, and a few doors down, Putnam Rolling Ladder Company is in its third
generation producing the sliding library ladder. On 37th Street just off 5th Avenue, Tinsel
Trading, selling ribbons and garment trims since the 1930s, is run by the founder’s grand-
daughter. East of Times Square, right on 42nd Street, is the New York Public Library. Stretching
north from East 42nd at Park Avenue is Grand Central Terminal, opened in 1913.North of Times
Square on 46th Street, “Restaurant Row” offers every kind of food imaginable. On 52nd, the
Museum of Television and Radio holds more than fifty thousand items, and on 53rd is MoMA,
the Museum of Modern Art.Stretching from 59th Street to 110th Street is Central Park.
Overlooking the greenery at 72nd is the Dakota Apartments, built in 1884, just eight years after
the park. Along with its infamy as the site of John Lennon’s assassination and the filming of
Rosemary’s Baby, it played a prominent role in the history-drenched time-travel novel by Jack
Finney, Time and Again.Times Square and West on 42nd StreetThe ceremonial eastern
terminus at Broadway, 42nd Street, and 7th Avenue was originally called Longacre Square; it
was renamed in 1904 when the New York Times moved its offices here. That’s also when the
annual New Year’s Eve celebrations began. The twenty-five-story, triangular building cost sixty-
eight times its estimate. Today it is mainly valued as a billboard, but at the time it was north of the
city’s commercial district. The arrival of the Times and a subway station attracted businesses
and cultural attractions, especially theaters. The 5-cent subway delivered people around the
clock, bringing vice to the area too. Author James Traub wrote in The Devil’s Playground that
“Times Square was already the sex capital of New York by the early years of the twentieth
century,” and the trend only accelerated: “The Times Square of 1915 would have been practically
unrecognizable to the denizen of 1905. The rules of self-restraint and delayed gratification—that
is to say, the Protestant ethic—that had been drilled into generations of Americans had been
lifted, if not quite obliterated.” The change in the area can be perhaps attributed to the rise of
cabarets, which encouraged drinking and dancing.Broadway was already known as the Great
White Way for the glare of its electric signage, and the triangle of Times Square was well suited
for “spectaculars,” or giant signs. International corporations now spar to have the largest, liveliest
signs imaginable, such as the ribbon-shaped ABC SuperSign, or One Times Square, devoid of
tenants above street level because it is more valuable as a digital billboard. One screen even
displays a live feed of Times Square itself. The Times Square Visitors Center, in the restored
Embassy Theatre on Broadway between 46th and 47th Streets, is open daily and includes a free
mini museum.The change from trashy to trendy has not been without turmoil. In Down 42nd
Street, Marc Eliot wrote, “By 1980, the city’s fabled Manhattan crossroads had become ground
zero for the manufacture, exhibition, and distribution of pornography, drug dealing, pedophilia,



prostitution, and violent street crime.” James Traub reported that in 1993, “Times Square alone
had forty-seven ‘adult’ stores, even though many of those on 42nd Street had been closed down
by the process of condemnation.” By then, politicians and developers were struggling to revamp
the entire area. Today, the barrage of signs and lights draws camera-toting tourists during the
day and crowds to theaters and restaurants at night, though some New Yorkers find the new
corporate-dominated entertainment zone as disconcerting as the old.Looking west on 42nd
Street from 7th Avenue, the southern edge of Times Square. Beyond the restored Amsterdam
Theater on the left is Madame Tussaud’s Wax Museum, featuring more than two hundred wax
celebrities.Vintage roadside relics are few, like the Howard Johnson’s at Broadway and West
46th that is missed, opened when the chain dominated America’s highways and toll roads such
as the Pennsylvania Turnpike. The 1959 eatery retained its original decor while serving cocktails.
The massive Toys ‘R’ Us store also closed but you can have fun at also-massive Dave & Buster’s
arcade. A couple blocks east, Jimmy’s Corner is an old-time local bar on West 44th Street.
Times Square traffic flow was helped in 2016 when the city zoned the area for activity,
pedestrians, and relaxing—Chill Zones let you sit and watch the world go by.

Greetings from Trey Lance
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Shelly Arrenquin, “Great Book for a look at the Lincoln Hwy. Have purchased this for a few family
members and one for myself as well. Two summers ago we all took a trip along the old Lincoln
Hwy so this book was great to look back on. Wouldn’t mind going again and taking this book with
us. Lots of facts and great pictures. Arrived quickly and in perfect condition.”

Roger W. Reini, “An excellent book about an historic roadway. Ever wonder what it would have
been like to have driven across the country in the early part of the 20th Century, before roads
were regularly paved or well-marked? You can get a glimpse of what early travelers faced on the
first transcontinental highway by reading Greetings From The Lincoln Highway by Brian
Butko.The book starts off by telling the history of the Lincoln Highway, from its inception and
promotion by Carl Fisher and Henry Joy to its eventual replacement by numbered Federal
highways. Most of the remainder of the book describes the route of the old highway going west
from New York City to its end in San Francisco. The route is described in great detail, enough for
one to use it in driving it today. Throughout the text, there are excerpts from the journals and
letters of early travelers of the highway. We drivers of today can be glad we don't have to put up
with the conditions they faced.If you are a fan of the historic roadways; if you want ideas for
future vacations; if you want to experience life off of the Interstates -- this book is for you.”

K. Jenkins, “Cool Book. Cool book about a very interesting piece of American history. This road
is just as historic and interesting as Rt. 66. With America being destroyed in real time, it is a
nice, nostalgic read.”

CBK, “Well done. Organized by state, great guide for travel lots of content and pictures”

Indiana Solo, “Coast to Coast. Time for a road trip. Great value, hard to find.”

Lawrence A. Cultrera, “Brian Butko's "Greetings from the Lincoln Highway" Best of Genre!. Brian
Butko has done it again! His insights and knowledge of this subject will make you feel like you
are travelling with him as he goes from state to state, exploring all the different paths and
alignments that were designated as the Lincoln Highway over the years. Pointing out sights,
roadside attractions and businesses along the way. I personally have travelled some of the
eastern portion of this historic road without knowing it at the time.”

M. A. Nilsson, “On Gifting 'Greetings From The Lincoln Highway'.... I can't really write anything
about Greetings From Lincoln Highway personally, but the person I gifted it to absolutely loved it!
He's a fan of roadside America and everything in between. If he loved it you'll love it too!”

P. Johnson, “Best Lincoln Highway book I've seen. This book is an excellent reference for the



entire Lincoln Highway. Some of the state-specific books may have more detail, but none are
easier to follow. It is very well written- flows easily, lots of good pictures. I wish we had this one
when we traveled part of it.”

The book by Brian Butko has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 67 people have provided feedback.
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